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Title: First-Order LogiAIMA: Chapter 8 (Setions 8.1 and 8.2)Setion 8.3, disussed brie�y, is also required reading
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Outline

• First-order logi:� basi elements� syntax� semantis

• Examples
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Pros and ons of propositional logi

• Propositional logi is delarative: piees of syntax orrespondto fats

• Propositional logi allows partial/disjuntive/negatedinformation(unlike most data strutures and databases)

• Propositional logi is ompositional:meaning of B1,1 ∧ P1,2 is derived from meaning of B1,1 and of

P1,2

• Meaning in propositional logi is ontext-independent(unlike natural language, where meaning depends on ontext)

• but...Propositional logi has very limited expressive powerE.g., annot say �pits ause breezes in adjaent squares�exept by writing one sentene for eah square
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Propositional Logi

• is simple

• illustrates important points:model, inferene, validity, satis�ability, ..

• is restritive: world is a set of fats

• laks expressiveness:

→ In PL, world ontains fatsFirst-Order Logi

• more symbols (objets, properties, relations)

• more onnetives (quanti�er)
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First Order Logi

→ FOL provides more "primitives" to express knowledge:� objets (identity & properties)� relations among objets (inluding funtions)Objets: people, houses, numbers, Einstein, Huskers, event, ..Properties: smart, nie, large, intelligent, loved, ourred, ..Relations: brother-of, bigger-than, part-of, ourred-after, ..Funtions: father-of, best-friend, double-of, ..Examples: (objets? funtion? relation? property?)� one plus two equals four [si℄� squares neighboring the wumpus are smelly
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LogiAttrats: mathematiians, philosophers and AI peopleAdvantages:� allows to represent the world and reason about it� expresses anything that an be programmedNon-ommittal to:� symbols ould be objets or relations(e.g., King(Gustave), King(Sweden, Gustave), Meriless(King))� lasses, ategories, time, events, unertainty.. but amenable to extensions: OO FOL, temporal logis,situation/event alulus, modal logi, et.

−→ Some people think FOL *is* the language of AItrue/false? donno :�( but it will remain around for some time..
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Types of logiLogis are haraterized by what they ommit to as �primitives�Ontologial ommitment :what exists�fats? objets? time? beliefs?Epistemologial ommitment :what states of knowledge?

Language Ontological Commitment Epistemological Commitment
(What exists in the world) (What an agent believes about facts)

Propositional logic facts true/false/unknown
First-order logic facts, objects, relations true/false/unknown
Temporal logic facts, objects, relations, times true/false/unknown
Probability theory facts degree of belief 0…1
Fuzzy logic degree of truth degree of belief 0…1Higher-Order Logi: views relations and funtions of FOL asobjets
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Syntax of FOL: words and grammarThe words: symbols

• Constant symbols stand for objets: QueenMary, 2, UNL, et.

• Variable symbols stand for objets: x, y, et.

• Prediate symbols stand for relations: Odd, Even, Brother,Sibling, et.

• Funtion symbols stand for funtions (viz. relation)Father-of, Square-root, LeftLeg, et.

• Quanti�yers ∀, ∃
• Connetives: ∧, ∨, ¬, ⇒, ⇔,

• (Sometimes) equality =Prediates and funtions an have any arity (number of arguments)
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Basi elements in FOL (i.e., the grammar)In propositional logi, every expression is a senteneIn FOL,

• Terms

• Sentenes:� atomi sentenes� omplex sentenes

• Quanti�ers:� Universal quanti�er� Existential quanti�er
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Termlogial expression that refers to an objet� built with: onstant symbols, variables, funtion symbolsTerm = function(term1, . . . , termn)or onstant or variable� ground term: term with no variable
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Atomi sentenesstate fatsbuilt with terms and prediate symbolsAtomi sentene = predicate(term1, . . . , termn)or term1 = term2Examples:Brother (Rihard, John)Married (FatherOf(Rihard), MotherOf(John))
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Complex Sentenesbuilt with atomi sentenes and logial onnetives

¬S

S1 ∧ S2

S1 ∨ S2

S1 ⇒ S2

S1 ⇔ S2Examples:Sibling(KingJohn,Rihard) ⇒ Sibling(Rihard,KingJohn)

>(1, 2) ∨ ≤(1, 2)

>(1, 2) ∧ ¬>(1, 2)
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Truth in �rst-order logi: SemantiSentenes are true with respet to a model and an interpretationModel ontains objets and relations among themInterpretation spei�es referents foronstant symbols → objetsprediate symbols → relationsfuntion symbols → funtional relationsAn atomi sentene predicate(term1, . . . , termn) is truei� the objets referred to by term1, . . . , termnare in the relation referred to by predicate
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Model in FOL: example

R J
$

left leg

on headbrother

brother

person person
king

crown

left leg

The domain of a model is the set of objets it ontains:�ve objetsIntended interpretation: Rihard refers Rihard the Lion Heart,John refers to Evil King John, Brother refers to brotherhoodrelation, et.
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Models for FOL: Lots!We an enumerate the models for a given KB voabulary:For eah number of domain elements n from 1 to ∞For eah k-ary prediate Pk in the voabularyFor eah possible k-ary relation on n objetsFor eah onstant symbol C in the voabularyFor eah hoie of referent for C from n objets . . .Computing entailment by enumerating models is not going to beeasy!There are many possible interpretations, also some model domainare not bounded

−→ Cheking entailment by enumerating is not an option
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Quanti�ersallow to make statements about entire olletions of objets

• universal quanti�er: make statements about everything

• existential quanti�er: make statements about some things
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Universal quanti�ation

∀ 〈variables〉 〈sentence〉Example: all dogs like bones ∀ xDog(x)⇒ LikeBones(x)x = Indy is a dog x = Indiana Jones is a person

∀ x P is equivalent to the onjuntion of instantiations of P

Dog(Indy) ⇒ LikeBones(Indy)

∧ Dog(Rebel) ⇒ LikeBones(Rebel)

∧ Dog(KingJohn) ⇒ LikeBones(KingJohn)

∧ . . .Typially: ⇒ is the main onnetive with ∀Common mistake: using ∧ as the main onnetive with ∀Example: ∀ x Dog(x) ∧ LikeBones(x)all objets in the world are dogs, and all like bones
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Existential quanti�ation

∃ 〈variables〉 〈sentence〉Example: some student will talk at the TehFair

∃ xStudent(x) ∧ TalksAtTechFair(x)Pat, Leslie, Chris are students

∃ x P is equivalent to the disjuntion of instantiations of P

Student(Pat) ∧ TalksAtTechFair(Pat)

∨ Student(Leslie) ∧ TalksAtTechFair(Leslie)

∨ Student(Chris) ∧ TalksAtTechFair(Chris)

∨ . . .Typially: ∧ is the main onnetive with ∃Common mistake: using ⇒ as the main onnetive with ∃
∃ x Student(x) ⇒ TalksAtTechFair(x)is true if there is anyone who is not Student
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Properties of quanti�ers (I)

∀x ∀y is the same as ∀y ∀x
∃x ∃y is the same as ∃y ∃x
∃x ∀y is not the same as ∀y ∃x
∃x ∀y Loves(x, y)�There is a person who loves everyone in the world�

∀y ∃xLoves(x, y)�Everyone in the world is loved by at least one person�Quanti�er duality: eah an be expressed using the other

∀x Likes(x, IceCream) ¬ ∃x ¬Likes(x, IceCream)

∃x Likes(x,Broccoli) ¬ ∀x ¬Likes(x,Broccoli)Parsimony prinipal: ∀ ,¬, and ⇒ are su�ient
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Properties of quanti�ers (II)Nested quanti�er:

∀ x(∃ y(P (x, y)):every objet in the world has a partiular property, whih is theproperty to be related to some objet by the relation P

∃ x (∀ y(P (x, y)):there is some objet in the world that has a partiular property,whih is the property to be related to every objet by the relation PLexial soping: ∀ x[Cat(x) ∨ ∃ xBrother(Richard, x)]Well-formed formulas (WFF): (kind of orret spelling)every variable must be introdued by a quanti�er

∀ xP (y) is not a WFF
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ExamplesBrothers are siblings.�Sibling� is symmetri.One's mother is one's female parent.A �rst ousin is a hild of a parent's sibling
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Examples.

∀x, y Brother(x, y) ⇒ Sibling(x, y).

∀x, y Sibling(x, y) ⇒ Sibling(y, x).

∀x, y Mother(x, y) ⇒ (Female(x) ∧ Parent(x, y)).

∀x, y F irstCousin(x, y)⇔

∃a, b Parent(a, x) ∧ Sibling(a, b) ∧ Parent(b, y)
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Triky exampleSomeone is loved by everyone

∃x ∀ y Loves(y, x)Someone with red-hair is loved by everyone

∃x ∀ y Redhair(x) ∧ Loves(y, x)Alternatively:

∃x Person(x) ∧Redhair(x) ∧ (∀ y Person(y)⇒ Loves(y, x))
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Equality

term1 = term2 is true under a given interpretationif and only if term1 and term2 refer to the same objetExamples

• Father(John)=Henry

• 1 = 2 is satis�able

• 2 = 2 is valid

• Useful to distinguish two objets:� De�nition of (full) Sibling in terms of Parent:

∀x, y Sibling(x, y)⇔ [¬(x = y) ∧ ∃m,f¬(m =

f) ∧Parent(m,x)∧Parent(f, x)∧Parent(m,y)∧Parent(f, y)]� Spot has at least two sisters: ...AIMA, Exerise 8.4 & 8.7
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Knowledge representation (KR)Domain: a setion of the world about whih we wish to expresssome knowledgeExample: Family relations (kinship):� Objets: people� Properties: gender, married, divored, single, widowed� Relations: parenthood, brotherhood, marriage..Unary prediates: Male, FemaleBinary relations: Parent, Sibling, Brother, Child, et.Funtions: Mother, Father

∀ m, c,Mother(c) = m ⇔ Female(m) ∧ Parent(m, c)
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In Logi (informally)

• Basi fats: axioms (de�nitions)

• Derived fats: theoremsIndependent axioman axiom that annot be derived from the rest

−→ Goal of mathematiians: �nd the minimal setof independent axiomsIn AI

• Assertions: sentenes added to a KB using TELL

• Queries or goals: sentenes asked to KB using ASK
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Interating with FOL KBsSuppose a wumpus-world agent is using an FOL KBand pereives a smell and a breeze (but no glitter) at t = 5:

Tell(KB,Percept([Smell, Breeze,None], 5))

Ask(KB,∃aAction(a, 5))I.e., does the KB entail any partiular ations at t = 5?Answer: Y es, {a/Shoot} ← substitution (binding list)Given a sentene S and a substitution σ,

Sσ denotes the result of plugging σ into S; e.g.,

S = Smarter(x, y)

σ = {x/Hillary, y/Bill}

Sσ = Smarter(Hillary,Bill)

Ask(KB,S) returns some/all σ suh that KB |= Sσ
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Prepare for next leture: AIMA, Exerise 8.6, page 268Takes(x, c, s): student x takes ourse c in semester sPasses(x, c, s): student x passes ourse c in semester sSore(x, c, s): the sore obtained by student x in ourse c in semester s

xy: x is greater that y

F and G: spei� Frenh and Greek oursesBuys(x, y, z): x buys y from zSells(x, y, z): x sells y from zShaves(x, y): person x shaves person yBorn(x, c): person x is born in ountry cParent(x, y): person x is parent of person yCitizen(x, c, r): person x is itizen of ountry c for reason rResident(x, c): person x is resident of ountry c of person yFools(x, y, t): person x fools person y at time tStudent (x), Person(x), Man(x), Barber(x), Expensive(x), Agent(x),Insured(x), Smart(x), Politiian(x),
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AI LimerikIf your thesis is utterly vauousUse �rst-order prediate alulusWith su�ient formalityThe sheerest banalityWill be hailed by the ritis: "Miraulous!"
Henry KautzIn Canadian Arti�ial Intelligene, September 1986(then: University of Rohesterthen: head of AI at AT&T Labs-Researhand Program o-hair of AAAI-2000Now: Assoiate Professor at University of Washington, Seattle)
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